TAGlink ACP MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (TCU) 
ACCESS CONTROL POINT SYSTEM

key component to a successful access control point

DESCRIPTION
*Total Automation Group specializes in Vehicular Access Control Points and can bring your ACP up to current DOD standards. Whether you have existing vehicle barriers or a blank slate, TAG can guide your team through the process of properly implementing new ACP components or integrating existing items.

*Vehicle Barriers
*Signs and Signals
*TCU (Central PLC Hub)
*Lane Use Signs
*Push Buttons or Touchscreens
*Loops
*Overspeed and Wrongway
*Conflict Monitoring
*Testing documentation

Integrate, program, monitor and record events for all devices in your ACP

System is compliant with:

* UFC Guidelines
* Army ACP Designs
* PDC
* SDDCTEA
* DOD Military Handbook
* Navy PSAC
* Air Force Active Barrier Checklist
* Custom locations and applications
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